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hello
Welcome to the world of Stajvelo.

After RV01, urban ebike, I wanted to create a road
racing bicycle. This leads me to the Beau Rivage. This
bike pays tribute to the Beau Rivage climb in Monaco.
After hundreds of geometries set ups and far more
test rides, our R&D experts reached the best balance
between comfort and performance. Made in Monaco
with an Italian handcrafted carbon composite frameset,
Beau Rivage is the state-of-art of road bike. It
is the result of Stajvelo know-how that will delight
passionate riders. The Beau Rivage comes in capsule
limited edition, only for our exclusive community.
The frame decoration is given to our craftsmen’s
savoir-faire with high attention on details and quality.
The perfect road bike with chic design and first
choice components.
Each bicycle has it own history and its own riders. I
hope you will find as much pleasure riding our bikes as
we have had in making them..
See you soon on the roads!
Thierry Manni
Founder & CEO

ABOVE
(Thierry Manni with RV01)
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BEAU RIVAGE

STAJVELO

STAJVELO

OUR PHILOSOPHY

MONACO

The hardest thing is to make it simple.

Where it all began

Stajvelo is more than a bicycle,
it’s a concept.
Beau Rivage has been designed to
offer you comfort and performance.
Therefore, giving you pleasure,
fun, and pride as you ride!
With Beau Rivage you experience a
beautiful bike made in carbon fiber
by the best craftsmen.

Beau Rivage is a tailor-made
bicycle, customizable to your
dreams with a large range of colors
and decorations.
Combining revolutionary design
with the latest technologies,
we built the most elegant and
performant bike on the road today.
Our values: passion, simplicity,
perfection, comfort

ABOVE
(Savoir-faire)
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BEAU RIVAGE

RIDE THE WORLD

MONACO
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STAJVELO

FRAME SET

Beau Rivage has bold,
clean aero lines, a bike that
expresses the idea of riding just
by looking at it.
It is made with high-modulus
carbon fibers and nano-tech
resins. Our exclusive and unique
building technique comes up
the WR Braided Monocoque
System (WrBMs) which provides
stiffness, performance and comfort.
Moreover, the lightness is improved
with a frame weight of only 978 gr*.
The fork is built with a multi
thickness carbon fiber layering with
a 45mm rake.

Two options are available for the
frame set:
• 1K / T1100 carbon fiber layup.
With this configuration the whole
bike is 12% lighter and 17% stiffer.
Perfect for riders looking high
performance and race purposes.
• 3K / T800 carbon fiber layup.
With this configuration the bike
absorbs mainly all the microvibration coming from the road’s
surfaces. Perfect for riders looking
for comfortable ride without giving
up a performing bike.

*size M full matte paint 1K / T1100

ABOVE
(Beau Rivage frame)
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BEAU RIVAGE

RIDE THE WORLD
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STAJVELO

COLORS

The Beau Rivage is, for sure,
a top bike regarding its technology
and efficiency, but its elegance and
design are outstanding, perfect for
riders who want to be out from the
mainstream.

Our design department has chosen
a selection of elegant colors
which perfectly go well with the
minimalist design. Some examples
from our colors chart:

Frame 			
Deep Black
Pearly White
Nardo Grey
Thunder Grey
Blue Black
Kaki
Sauge
Winter Green
Terra Brown
Pearly Beige
Ivory
Candy Red
Burgundy
Sweet Orange
Pollen

Details
Gold
Chrome
Copper

LEFT
(Black & gold edition)

BEAU RIVAGE

RIDE THE WORLD

MONACO
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STAJVELO

COCKPIT

STAJVELO

The cockpit is available in two
different handlebar options
depending on your ride style and
with a latest-generation saddle

• Classic combination of a 3K
carbon fiber handlebar with an alloy
stem which perfectly absorb microvibrations.

• Fully integrated bar and stem with
a system of completely built-incabling. It has an aero profile and a
minimalist look. Fully made in UD
carbon fiber and in dedicated sizes.
This version meets the needs of
evolved cyclists seeking state-of-theart cockpit design.

• Short nose saddle with ergonomic
cut out and UD carbon fiber rail.

ABOVE
(Performance & comfort)
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BEAU RIVAGE

ABOVE
(Beau Rivage cockpit)

RIDE THE WORLD

MONACO
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STAJVELO

WHEELS SET

The Beau Rivage wheels set
is the perfect balance between
performance, comfort and
safeness. The carbon fiber rims
has a streamlined shape with a
28mm width and a groove section
of C/21 in which is possible to fit
clincher or tubeless tires. Straight
pull spokes are assembled on an
alloy 70-75 hub with seal ball
bearing. Two options on profile
depth: 37mm and 67mm.

ABOVE
(Beau Rivage Nardo Grey & White)
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BEAU RIVAGE

The double disc braking system
is assembled on a centerlock
configuration and tires set by
Pirelli are the latest PZERO™
Velo with the best grip under all
weather conditions.

STAJVELO

1

STAJVELO

TAILOR-MADE
CONCEPT

GROUPSET

For the launch of this new model,
we have created a tailor-made
section: a digital “atelier” where
you can fully customize your bike.
Hundreds of color combinations,
components and accessories, drive
you to your own exclusive dream
Beau Rivage.

A service of custom-made bike is
at disposal for the most demanding
customers.

Stajvelo only offers the excellence
regarding groupset.
The Beau Rivage can be set up with:
CAMPAGNOLO
Super Record EPS 12 speed disc
SRAM
Red AXS 12 speed disc
Force AXS 12 speed disc
SHIMANO
Dura Ace Di2 11 speed disc
Ultegra Di2 11 speed disc

LEFT
(Beau Rivage - SRAM Red AXS)
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RIDE THE WORLD

MONACO
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STAJVELO

GEOMETRIES

STAJVELO

As safety is a special matter for
us, Beau Rivage has a great frame
reactivity but with no shimming
effect. You will find your perfect
bike between the standard size:

Thanks to Stajvelo R&D team
morphological studies and the
savoir-faire of our masters framebuilder, we were able to figure out
a specific ergonomic position to
combine performance and comfort.

B
from cm
to cm

160

161
168

169
176

177
185

186
195

Size		
		

XS
52

S
53

M
55

L
56

XL
58

Rider height

18

L

-

A

Tailor Made

Top tube

A mm

515

530

550

565

580

On request

Reach

B mm

378

385

393

396

399

On request

Stack

C mm

511

522

547

574

592

On request

Seat tube

D mm

465

485

510

540

565

On request

Seat tube angle

E degrees

75

74,5

74

73,5

73

On request

Head tube

F mm

115

125

147

173

193

On request

Head tube angle

G degrees

71

71,5

72,5

73

73

On request

Chain stay

H mm

402

403

405

407

408

On request

BB height

I mm

270

270

270

270

270

On request

Crank lenght

J mm

165

170

170

172.5

175

On request

Stem lenght

K mm

90

90

100

115

125

On request

Handlebar width

L mm

400

400

440

440

440

On request

BEAU RIVAGE
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H

RIDE THE WORLD

I
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CONTACTS

CONTACTS

5 rue du Gabian
98000 Monaco
+ 377 99 99 75 15
www.stajvelo.com
info@stajvelo.com
Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn
@stajvelo

Stajvelo Electric Bicycle Company, 5 rue du Gabian, 98000, Monaco. www.stajvelo.com
This is an introduction to Stajvelo, the electric bicycle company. Specifications and colours
are subject to change without notice.
Your Stajvelo retailer will always have the latest information. The name ‘Stajvelo’
and the monogram are registered trademarks of Stajvelo Limited. Stajvelo Limited
acknowledges the rights of third parties in other trademarks. Printed in Monaco and France.
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